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DENMARK
DELAYED
IALJS-15 to be held in 2022
By Thomas C. Connery
University of St. Thomas (U.S.A.)

P

ostponed.
That’s what
happened to
the annual
IALJS
conference for
2020. It was
postponed
and definitely
PRESIDENT’S not cancelled.
As
LETTER
clearly stated
on the IALJS
website, this
year’s conference will be held next year,
May 20-22, 2021, still in Copenhagen and
will consist, we hope, of the entire 2020
program. If we are notified that presenters
are not be able to attend next year, it’s
possible that there would be a limited call
for papers or abstracts with proposals due,
as usual, in December. Stay tuned.
Please keep in mind that the
board’s discussion about postponing or
rescheduling the conference started in
early March and consisted of extensive
online discussion. All sorts of factors

entered the conversation.
For instance, Australian
universities imposed a travel ban,
which, of course meant no travel funds.
Other universities suspended university
sponsored travel. As the conference
approached, would under-booked airlines
cancel flights, leaving members with no
way to get to Denmark?
At first, there was some
consideration given to simply continue
with the conference but have it online.
But that would just be “mailing it in,” so
to speak. Part of the great value of our
annual conference consists of its moderate
size and hence the ease with which we
interact and get to know one another,
during sessions, between sessions and at
our social functions.
And that often leads to new
research collaborations as well as new
friendships.
Significantly, our conference
host, Christine Isager, also wanted the
conference postponed to 2021, and she had
the support of her university.
So, just before mid-March, the
extensive give-and-take was brought to
a close by Tobias Eberwein who wisely
and succinctly declared: “There’s only
one option left: We need to cancel the
conference this year and move it to May
2021.” And, consequently meet in Santiago
in 2022 and in Australia in 2024.
Done deal. The handling of
the conference cancellation and its
rescheduling was in the traditional spirit
of our organization, with its history of
cooperation, mutual consideration, and
always taking action in the best interest
of our organization, its members and, of
course, the study and practice of literary
journalism.

The International Association for Literary
Journalism Studies continues to monitor the
impacts of COVID-19. Please visit the Conference
Information page at ialjs.org for the latest updates.
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FUTURE IALJS
CONFERENCE SITES
The following future IALJS convention
venues are confirmed and/or planned:
.

IALJS-15: University of Copenhagen,
Denmark, 20-22 May 2021.
IALJS-16: Universidad Alberto Hurtado ,
Santiago, Chile, 12-14 May 2022.
IALJS-17: University of Gdansk, Poland
19-21 May 2023.
IALJS-18: University of Technology
Sydney, Australia, 11-13 May 2024.
IALJS-19: University of California, Irvine,
U.S.A., 23-25 May 2025 (pending).
IALJS-20: Belgium, 15-17 May 2026
(pending).
IALJS-21: Brock University, St.
Catharines, Canada, 21-23 May 2027
(pending).
IALJS-22: Lisbon, Portugal or Cape
Town, South Africa, 13-15 May 2028
(pending).
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DOCUMENTARY THEATRE:
Your sources on stage
By Roberto Herrscher, Universidad Alberto Hurtado (Chile)

I

magine that after you have chosen your
subject, selected your specific voices,
interviewed them and decided which
of their stories will appear in your piece,
you ask them to jump onstage and act as
themselves in a play?
Would that be theatre?
Journalism? Or perhaps a strange, original
combination of both?
This is what young Argentine
“documentary theatre” playwright and
director Lola Arias and a handful of other
Latin American artists are doing, and it is
especially useful as a tool to understand
and deal with the traumas of the violent
past in this sub-continent.
And it is also an example of
new experimental roads in the blending
of journalism and the arts. Because
these plays include, apart from the oral
testimony of victims, perpetrators and
witnesses of crimes, conflicts and eventful
national moments, loads of documents,
photos, maps and graphs recorded and
screened by the characters/actors, well
summarized context explanations and
scenes where the other performers play

supporting characters while one of them is
“acting out” what happened.
“Have you ever been in a war?
On the stage of the Teatro General
San Martín, the main public theatre in
Buenos Aires, Lou Armour yells these
questions as his cast mates David Jackson,
Gabriel Sagastume y Marcelo Vallejo play
two electric guitars and a bass with the
impetus of a heavy metal band. Stationed
behind his drums, as if they were a
military parapet, Rubén Otero lashes his
sticks on the drums while Armour looks at
the public and goes on shouting.
“Have you ever killed a man?”

It is the final scene of Minefield,
Lola Arias’ play about the Falklands
or Malvinas War. Half of the cast are
Argentine veterans. Sagastume and
Vallejo were Army conscripts during the
1982 war; both saw 18-year-old kids like
them getting killed by enemy fire or by
landmines planted by their own forces.
Otero was
a sailor at the
Belgrano Navy
destroyer, which
was sunk in the
South Atlantic. A
third of its crew
of 1092 drowned.
Armour and
Jackson were their
enemies back then.
They were both
Royal Marines
in that war, and
helped
recover that
The cast of “The Laramie Project” performs at Oberlin College. The play, based on original reporting
and reactions from the cast members, is a work of documentary theater in the U.S. and focuses on the tiny archipelago as
murder of a gay college student, Mathew Shepard, in 1998
Photo credit: Otterbein University Theatre & Dance licensed under Creative Commons.
a British colonial
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outpost. The
most interesting
member of the
cast is Sukrim
Rai, a Gurkha
warrior from
Nepal at the
service of Her
Majesty’s army.
Minefield, the
most successful
REFLECTIVE and long-living
Latin American
ESSAY
documentary
play so far, follows its six characters
through their entry to the military, their
dramas of horror and self-discovery
during the war and the struggle of coming
back home. I had the rare privilege
of listening to these men’s stories in a
meeting with Argentine veterans the day
before they started rehearsing for the play.
It is fascinating how the same
war anecdotes and musings, which
they had been telling for three decades
with minimal changes, got radically
transformed in the building of a theatrical
artifact full of noise, sharp confrontations,
tragically funny scenes with the masks of
then Argentine dictator Leopoldo Galtieri
and UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
… and especially, music.
In the book version of the play,
Arias explained that one of the first things
she sought in the casting process was the
ability to sing and play an instrument.
The Argentines sing a bit of their folklore,
but for most of the performance, British
rock, especially the Beatles classics, are
the common ground. It is a powerful and
exciting experience to hear these former
enemies making music together.
Those of us who have spent years
interviewing people to build a coherent
narrative with their voices without
betraying the way they want to present
themselves and the their view of their own
lives, it is a huge impression to see how
a director/playwright can change, twist,
Continued on next page
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DOCUMENTARY THEATER
Continued from Page 2
add, subtract, transform ideas into scenes,
and at the same time, have the sources
themselves play out your version of who
they are and what has happened to them.
The Spanish cultural critic Jorge
Carrión has written an essay about these
plays, calling them “the most innovative
form of non-fiction”, while the Argentine
author Cristian Alarcón has labeled it
“performatic journalism”.
Not only that: Alarcón, who is the
director of a Narrative Journalism Master’s
Program at the San Martín University in
Buenos Aires, has included Lola Arias
among the professors. The wheel has
turned completely: this playwright now
teaches journalists how to tell their true
stories.
The Colombian actress and
director Alejandra Borrero gathered a
guerrilla leader, a soldier who lost a leg
stepping on a mine, a woman who was
raped by paramilitary forces and other
actors in the internal conflict in her country
to stage a potent cry for peace (Victus). The
Spanish director Carla Rovira gathered
the threads of the tragic killing of her
own uncle during the Civil War, and
summoned her own mother onstage to
confront her with the conflicting needs to
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remember and to forget, which have torn
her family apart (Matria). The Venezuelan
actor Kelvin Urdaneta invites a handful of
theatregoers to a dinner where he cooks for
them as he tells the trials and tribulations
of his own exile, and that of two million of
his compatriots (Estuche de monerías).
And, according to a feature story
by Hannah Winnick for the Heinrich Böll
Foundation, the German director and
playwright Christine Umpfenbach “makes
documentary theater that deals with the
social and political realities in cities”, using
“the voices and experiences of ordinary
people” For example, her play Gleis 11
(Platform 11) tells the story of immigrants
who came to Germany as guestworkers
after the Second World War. The former
workers themselves perform the piece in
one of the factories where they actually
worked. Umphfenbach is best known
in the US for The Laramie Project, which
focuses on reactions to the hate-based
murder of gay college student Matthew
Shephard.
Documentary theatre has a rich
and varied history. Its forebearers are the
European creators Erwin Piscator and
Peter Weiss. In Argentina, Vivi Tellas
has mixed performance with testimonial
monologues in what some have called
“non-fiction theatre”. Many actors, like
John Leguizamo, have used their dramatic
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talent to tell their own story. What is new
in the art of Lola Arias is the use of the
stories of others to create a narrative work,
like a documentary or a literary reportage,
with the participation of the true actors.
Her most influential work is a
parallel project in Argentina (My life after
that) and Chile (The year I was born): in both
countries, young adults who were children
during the dictatorships of the 1970’s
make their conflicting memories come
alive as they discuss, play, remember and
come to terms with the past. A member
of the cast of The year I was born, Ítalo
Gallardo, is one of Arias’ successors: his
group La Laura Palmer has already staged
four plays of documentary theatre, with
subjects like the memories of women
who grew with absent or abusive fathers,
or the recollections of old blue-collar
workers of the days before and during the
dictatorship.
Is this new way to tell true stories
useful? I asked Gabriel Sagastume, an
actor in Minefield, and Ítalo Gallardo. They
both agreed that for them, transforming
their old sufferings into a work of art and
truth helped them see their own story, that
of their old enemies or adversaries and the
news of today’s conflicts in a new light.
But for them the most important effect is
on the public. After every performance
they are told that bringing the past to life
on a stage is a powerful way to make sure
the crimes and errors of the past are not
forgotten.
That is why Gallardo and the
other ten cast members of The year I was
born continue to get together and tour
almost a decade after the beginning of
the play. In each resurrection, they end
the performance sitting on the border of
the stage and telling the public what has
changed since the last time.
“Sometimes I wish we could
leave it behind,” says Gallardo. “That
would mean that the wounds are cured,
that the public already know and have
learned from what we come to share. But
that is not going to happen soon.”

Documentary theater. Cast from left to right, Sagastume, Jackson, Vallejo, Rai, Otero and Armour
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IALJS SESSIONS AT AEJMC CONFERENCE IN TORONTO
Two-panel workshop focuses on the role of humor in literary journalism

By Holly Schreiber, University of Maine (U.S.A.)

The Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication annual meeting was held August 10, 2019. in Toronto.IThe next AEJMC annual meeting will be held virtually from August 6–9, 2020.

W

ith the
public

increasingly
relying on social
media and latenight comedians
as purveyors
of news, one
could argue
that humorous
journalism is
IALJS
in a moment
of ascendancy.
OUTREACH
Some decry this
as a decline in journalistic standards in
favor of “infotainment.”
But humor need not always
signal a lack of rigor. It performs powerful
work in its own right, challenging takenPAGE 4

for-granted conventions and reframing
social issues. After traumatic events, it
can offer catharsis and promote healing.
Of course humor can have its downsides
as well, diverting attention away from
critical issues and encouraging political
divisiveness.
Not coincidentally, humor
has played an important role in the
development of literary journalism.
The field is rich with comedic treasures,
ranging from biting political satire to the
wild stylistic experimentation of Gonzo.
In order to explore the role of humor in
the past, present, and future of literary
journalism, IALJS sponsored two themed
panels at the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communication
annual meeting in Toronto, Canada on
August 10, 2019.

Holly Schreiber (University of
Maine) opened the first panel by outlining
a theoretical approach to conducting
humor analysis on literary journalism.
After reviewing the basic tenets of humor
theory, Schreiber argued that identifying
sources of cognitive incongruity can serve
as a starting point toward dissecting how
humor functions in texts, allowing scholars
to then move on to a more complete
consideration of the social effects of
humor. Neil Stubbs (Camosun College,
Canada) and Douglas Grant (Carpe
Diem New Media Publishing, Canada)
followed by presenting a case study on
the role of humor in student newspaper
writing. They chronicled the rise and fall
Continued on next page
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IALJS AT AEJMC
Continued from Page 4
of “Generation Landslide,” a satirical high
school newspaper. Krystyna Henke of
Brock University, Canada, shared results
from her qualitative analysis of cover
illustrations in The New Yorker. She argued
that satirical images of Donald Trump
serve as a form of counter-hegemony.
After a short break, the session
reconvened for three presentations that
explored how canonical authors of literary
journalism could be re-interpreted through
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the lens of humor. Dmitry Kharitonov
(Library for Foreign Literature, Moscow,
Russia) offered a novel comparison
between Russian author Nikolai Gogol and
Hunter S. Thompson based similarities in
their uses of a carnivalesque humor style.
Patrick Walters (Kutztown
University) highlighted the delicate
balance between humor and journalistic
integrity in David Foster Wallace’s
non-fiction. Finally, David Dowling
(University of Iowa) explained the crucial
role that humor has played in the ongoing

THE IMPORTANCE OF JOINING
INTERNATIONAL LEARNED SOCIETIES
IALJS and growing global engagement

By Monica Martinez, Universidade de Sorocaba (Brazil)

J

uly, 27, 2019. When I open my e-mail
inbox, one message pops up in front of
my eyes, sent by David Abrahamson.
The subject: Global Engagement
Committee. It caught my attention, and I
immediately start reading it.
“Dear Monica --- Hope your winter is going
well. I am writing on behalf of Tom Connery,
our IALJS President, and we would like
to ask you if you would be willing to serve
as the chair of our association’s newly
formed Global Engagement Committee.
We know that you have expressed a desire
to become more involved in IALJS, and we
feel you would be a great fit for the role. You
should know that your IALJS colleagues are
unanimous in hoping that you will be able
to accept this appointment.”
You don’t receive a message from
Abrahamson on behalf of Connery without
a feeling of astonishment. Yes, I became
acquainted with literary journalism back
in 1992, during my last year as a master’s
candidate in Brazil. Yes, twenty years
later, in 2012, when I joined the faculty of

a postgraduate program in my country,
for various reasons I gradually distanced
myself from this field of studies—until
2016, when I had the chance to participate,
for the first time, in an IALJS annual
conference, then held in Porto Alegre,
in the south of Brazil. The image of Bill
Dow, the keynote speaker of the event,
delivering his talk is still fresh in my mind.
Having the opportunity to
personally meet the field’s movers and
shakers had the effect of pulling me back
into the fold, so to speak, as a literary
journalism researcher. Who was that calm
guy at coffee time generously talking with
everybody? Yes, Norman Sims himself. I
felt happy. It felt like being home again
– but, now, with a new, international
perspective. Halifax (Canada) in 2017;
Vienna (Austria) in 2018, Long Island /
New York (United States) in 2019 ....
Each year, the opportunity to
discuss topics with colleagues, to hear
about the projects they were conducting
and the challenges they had faced, to
socialize with everyone during the banquet
– everything together was helping me to
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public reception of John D’Agata’s
contentious The Lifespan of a Fact, noting
that the Broadway adaptation of the book
encountered far less resistance than the
original text, in part because the humor
was better detected and appreciated by
audience members.
The next AEJMC annual meeting
will be held virtually from August 6–9,
2020. IALJS will sponsor two themed
panels on the theme of “Space and Setting
in Literary Journalism.” Please mark your
calendars.
understand the
great network
of researchers
who were there
because they
supported the,
let’s say, cause
of the studies
of literary
journalism
studies.
I continued
reading
Abrahamson’s
message:

GLOBAL
ENGAGEMENT

“Some background: In the 14 years since
its founding, IALJS has grown to the
point where we have a stable membership
of 125-150 members on every continent
except Antarctica. Given this success,
there has been an on-going conversation
recently among some of us about forming
a committee to study ways in which our
learned society can expand and enrich
the international aspects of its approach to
literary journalism studies”.
Yes, this last part was underlined.
At that moment, what came to
my mind was the great opportunity I

			

Continued on next page
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GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
Continued from Page 5

Monica Martinez and Mitzi Lewis after presenting on a panel at
IALJS-14 in Long Island, New York.

had to participate, in 2018, on the panel
organized by John Hanc and Mitzi Lewis
on the teaching of literary journalism. That
year, almost 30% of all those who had
responded to the survey we sent out were
Brazilian. One third! They were younger
than the world average, and their prompt
acceptance in joining was a sign they were
eager to have a voice in this community.
Well, that made me realize that I have
plenty of Brazilian colleagues out there.
To fine-tune this epiphany, I
conducted, later in 2019, an exploratory
study in Brazil that determined there were
84 higher education institutions in my
country offering a course entitled “literary
journalism”—which would make Brazil
the current leader in the teaching of the
genre throughout the Western world.
We are now analyzing these surprising
preliminary results, in an attempt to
understand who we are, what our
theoretical and methodological approaches
entail, and if there is gender parity in our
syllabi and in our classrooms, and so on.
The interesting thing is that this
seems to be just the tip of the iceberg.
Throughout the world, much of literary
journalism education appears to be linked
to a variety of courses with different names
and locations. In Brazil, for instance, they
are connected to Schools of Journalism. In
France, they are distributed throughout
campuses of Lettres et Sciences Humaines in
general.
PAGE 6
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In the United States, whose
researchers were among the first to read
Tom Wolfe’s manifesto in 1973, there is
only one full undergraduate program
dedicated to the study of literary
journalism at UC Irvine. Most courses on
literary journalism in the U.S. seem to be
conducted by instructors of English or
rhetoric departments.
My eyes reached the end of
David’s message.
“Monica, it is clear you have the interest to
be one of the leaders of the next generation
of our learned society, the kind of member so
essential to the association’s future success.
We do hope you’ll consider this position
. . . and agree to take it on. With fingers
crossed, Tom and David”.
Without knowing what to do, I
sent an email to a dear friend to discuss
the call, and he was very reassuring that it
would be a great opportunity to serve the
association.
But I still had butterflies in my
stomach. I remembered that, back in 2011,
Bak and Reynolds suggested it was time to
formalize literary journalism teaching and
research as a discipline. As a discipline,
we are are filling in the gaps in our LJ
canons, sharing specific methodologies
and theories, exploring institutional
support for various funding agencies,
creating learned societies and scientific
journals that provide necessary outlets to
disseminate research in the field.
But do IALJS members today
consider LJ as a discipline? Until 2018, it
seemed that the answer was both yes and
no. At least, that was conclusion reached in
a special issue carried out by the bilingual
journal Brazilian Journalism Studies, which
brought together articles from six different
nations. In its introduction, Bak and
Martinez proposed that perhaps the path
would be pluralistic, with the adoption of
the term “field of studies,” which allows
a broader inter- and transdisciplinary
approach, as in the field of gender studies.
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If the same question is asked in two or
three years’ time, maybe the answer will
become clearer. Perhaps, it will be like
breathing, which has the inhalation phase
(discipline) and the exhalation phase (field
of studies). It is the alternation between
the two that makes up the oxygenation
process, vital for the health of the
organism.
David’s expression —“fingers
crossed”—echoed for quite a while in
my mind .... In fact, local / international
initiatives like that special issue I helped
co-edit seem to be part of the future of our
field. Its ability to channel the plurality of
voices in our community of researchers is
just one of the many “recent trends and
topics in literary journalism scholarship”
that Miles Maguire has identified in the
first issue of Literary Journalism Studies in
2019.
So, here I am, after finally saying
yes, I do. As Rob Alexander pointed out
in the October issue of IALJS’s newsletter,
growth brings questions on how we can
be truly international, without frontiers. It
is not easy at all. The way the newsletter
is traditionally publicized per seasons, for
instance, is charming, but it does not reflect
the reality of an international readership.
Fall 2019 Issue (Vol. 13, No. 2). When it
was released, naturally it was springtime
in the southern hemisphere, where I was.
A minor detail to be sure, and in no way
tarnishes the greatness of IALJS’s ability
to bring together researchers from nearly
70 countries to share good will and to
dialogue in an open and a congenial
setting.
So, if you have any ideas to
share, please do not hesitate to contact
me (martinez.monica@uol.com.br) or
Robert Alexander (ralexander@brocku.
ca). We’d love to hear your ideas by the
beginning of September, 2020. We are
especially interested in recruiting people
from Antarctica; therefore, the next time
Abrahamson sends out an invitation, he
will be able to say we now have members
on every continent.
LITERARY JOURNALISM/ JULY 2020
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
LITERARY JOURNALISM STUDIES EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE MEETING
Minutes from meeting held remotely on 24 June 2020.
Jacqueline Marino, Secretary
Kent State University (U.S.A.)

B

ecause IALJS-15 was postponed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the officers held an executive
committee meeting remotely at 3 p.m.
EST. Ombudsman David Abrahamson
explained that Finance Chair Alice Donat
Trindade had been deputized to conduct
the meeting in the absence of meeting
organizer Isabel Soares, whose father had a
health emergency prior to the meeting.
Abrahamson gave Treasurer Bill
Reynolds’s report. Current assets, effective
June 1, 2020, total $78,195, which includes
$5,701 in the Student Travel Fund, $20,008
in an interest-bearing savings account
and $30,284 in certificates of deposit. The
biggest cost continues to be the journal,
approximately $12,000 for the printing
and mailing of the two 2020 issues. In
light of COVID-19, the decision was made
to carry over 2020 annual dues to 2021,
which means the association will forgo
approximately $7,000 in revenue in 2021
with no decrease in costs. Nevertheless, the
association’s conservative fiscal policies
are ensuring financial stability.
Trindade accepted the treasurer’s
report on behalf of the Finance Committee.
She relayed Finance Committee member
Richard Keeble’s question about whether
the organization could begin any
initiatives to help associates since the
organization is in good shape financially.
The question was posed before the
pandemic, however, and she said next year
could be difficult. In response to a question
from Roberto Herrscher, Abrahamson
confirmed that both conference and
membership fees for 2020 would be rolled
over to 2021. Abrahamson also asked
anyone who would consider becoming
the treasurer in 2022 to let Reynolds know.
He intends for 2021 to be his last year as
treasurer, though he plans to continue on
as journal editor.
Secretary Jacqueline Marino said
she planned to step down this year but
after publicity chair and newsletter co-

editor Jeff Neely reminded everyone that
replacing her would require an election of
the membership, she said she was willing
to serve until the next election in May
2021. Paperwork for the state of Ohio,
where IALJS is domiciled, is not due until
January of each year. The new secretary
would have until January 2022 to establish
the organization in their home state.
Membership Secretary Mitzi Lewis
reported IALJS currently has 101 members
from 24 countries. This is a drop from
last year when the association had 127
members from 23 countries. This year, 40
percent of members are from the United
States and 60 percent are from nations
other than the U.S. There are 30 paid
registrations for next year’s conference.
The organization’s conference average is
approximately 70.
Research Chair Lindsay
Morton said IALJS-15 saw an increase of
submissions and acceptance rates from
IALJS-14 (Stonybrook). Overall, 7 research
paper submissions and 44 work-inprogress submissions were received. This
is a significant increase from IALJS-14
(1 RP and 28 WIPs), but still slightly less
than Vienna (13 RPs and 54 WIPs). Of the
seven research paper submissions, six
were accepted. Scores ranged from 2.9 to
4.0. Out of the 44 WIPs received, 32 were
accepted, with scores ranging from 2.0 to
4.8. Overall, the acceptance rate for RPs
and WIPs combined was 75%. Taking into
account panelists and moderators (not
presenting), an initial count of conference
attendees comes to approximately 82
people. This year also saw an increase
in the number of WIP submissions from
graduate students. While there was only
one submission of a research paper, there
were 12 WIP submissions; 10 of these were
accepted.
Three changes to previous
conference schedules were made for
IALJS-15. In order to accommodate
a higher number of participants, the
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Research and Program Committees
decided to try holding three concurrent
sessions on Friday morning. Conference
Host Christine Isager graciously made
accommodations for this trial, and the
topics for the concurrent sessions were
scheduled with an attempt to have as little
overlap in theme as possible. The second
change was to move the President’s Panel
to the first session on the first day. This
decision was made to accommodate a
full program where the first panel of the
conference is attended by all participants.
The final change was an addition of an
(optional) informal lunch for graduate
students to gather at the Graduate Student
Committee’s initiative.
Morton said there will be a
limited call for new submissions for the
2021 conference. The current call for new
submissions for 2020 needs to be removed
from the website. Second Vice President
Tobias Eberwein said he would coordinate
with webmaster Nick Jackson on the new
language for the limited call. An email will
be sent to current participants to gauge
how many plan to be at the conference
in 2021. Morton said they may not know
yet, given the state of universities’ travel
budgets, but presenters will know their
spots will be held.
Publicity Chair Neely asked that
the research team keep the newsletter
co-editors updated. Conference Planning
Committee member Kevin Lerner asked
if those who submitted Works in Progress
should be moved to a research paper
session if their work has been completed.
Eberwein said they would decide on that
once they find out how many presenters
will be in this position. Abrahamson asked
Eberwein to email presenters for the 2020
conference, asking how many of them plan
to attend the 2021 conference. Participants
will have until Sept. 15 to respond.
First Vice President Rob
Alexander gave the program report.
There were 12 proposals from people
interested in forming panels for this
year’s conference. Of these, ten were
accepted, the same number as in 2019.
As usual, research panels dominated,
although the committee also received
(and included) a panel on pedagogy and
another on professional practice. This year
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the association had a total 45 panelists
scheduled to take part, up from 40 last
year, 35 in 2018, 22 in 2017, and 29 in 2016.
Among the panels on the program was
the first devoted to literary journalism and
poetry and a special session dedicated to
marking the publication of William Dow
and Roberta Maguire’s landmark volume
The Routledge Companion to American
Literary Journalism.
Trindade gave Soares’s awards
report. The Susan L. Greenberg Research
Prize for Literary Journalism Studies
went to Thomas R. Schmidt (University of
California, U.S.A.), “‘It’s OK to Feel’”: How
Narrative Journalists Advanced Emotional
Storytelling.” The John C. Hartsock, Best
Article in Literary Journalism Studies
went to James Rodgers (City, University of
London, United Kingdom), for “Making
Space for a New Picture of the World:
Boys in Zinc and Chernobyl Prayer by
Svetlana Alexievich,” Vol. 11, No. 2,
December 2019. The Norman H. Sims
Prize for Best Student Research Paper went
to Tess Scholfield-Peters (University of
Technology Sydney, Australia) “I Can Hear
Them; I Can See Them: The Power of the
Epistolary ‘Virtual Presence’ in Longform
Narrative.” Abrahamson suggested both
awards for 2020 and 2021 be presented
at the 2021conference. Lerner suggested
announcing the awards for 2020 now,
and Kate McQueen said they will be
announced in the newsletter.
Abrahamson thanked Host
Committee Chair Christine Isager for
rescheduling the conference for next year.
Publicity Chair Jeff Neely said
work has primarily consisted this year
of maintaining the IALJS Big List and
sending out various email announcements
related to conference submissions,
newsletter publication, and CFP’s for
various publications and venues. There
are currently 887 email addresses on the
IALJS Big List. Some of these get returned
as undeliverable, and he is removing
email addresses that are no longer valid.
The publicity chair has also added some
email addresses manually by reviewing
LJS authors who were not included on the
Big List. Thus far, this has resulted in six
being added since Spring 2017. He said LJS
editor Reynolds has also agreed to forward
along email addresses of published
PAGE 8
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authors who are likely not on the list, so
they can be added.
Neely also said the IALJS
Facebook Page has been updated
with announcements of the newsletter
publication and other brief news items.
Neely has shared more content more
regularly, including articles published
by other scholars and practitioners.
The Facebook page currently lists 502
“followers” and 516 “likes.” The publicity
chair tried to obtain login credentials for
the Twitter account but was unsuccessful.
Neely also followed up on the possibility
of getting a permanent email address, such
as “announcements@ialjs.org,” that could
be used in distributing emails to members
of the Big List. Because this would require
a separate mail server on the IALJS
website, he decided to continue sending
emails to himself/herself with a blind copy
to recipients.
Book Review Editor Nancy
Roberts encouraged members to send
suggestions for reviews and book review
essays, in which an author writes about
a group of books on a single topic. She
thanked Associate Editor Marcia PriorMiller for her great work on the journal.
Associate Editor Roberta Maguire
said co-Associate Editor Miles Maguire has
retired from his university and returned
to news – editing the Oshkosh Examiner.
Since he is returning to journalism, he will
no longer be involved in the journal. She
will be continuing in the role of Associate
Editor. The research review will be in the
Fall issue of Literary Journalism Studies.
There is a huge range of inquiry. So far, she
found 28 articles and 11 books.
Prior-Miller said the new journal
will be posted on the website by the end of
June.
Newsletter Co-Editor Kate
McQueen gave the newsletter report.
She and Neely have produced two
newsletters since assuming their positions
in September 2019. The newsletter they
completed for March needed to be revised
when the 2020 conference was cancelled.
That newsletter will be published after
guidance from the committee on when
the next issue should be published.
Abrahamson suggested publishing it on
the last day of October 2020. Also, the
newsletter has replaced its designation

i a l j s

“Fall and Spring” with “month and year”
based on feedback from members from the
Southern Hemisphere.
Sac-Nicté Guevara Calderón of
the Graduate Committee said she and
the other members are thinking of ways
to attract new members. She suggested
a graduate committee panel at the
conference, one that is promoted earlier
in the year. The host of the conference
could then ask graduate students there
to participate. She also suggested a
meeting for graduate students the day
before the conference. Calderón said the
graduate students would like to take
control of the Twitter account and begin
an Instagram account for the organization.
(Neely suggested IALJSGradStudent for
Instagram.)
Herrscher, Host Committee
Chair of the 2022 conference in Chile, had
to leave to teach a class but wrote in the
Zoom chat that he would update us on his
conference plans at a later date.
Jan Miklas-Frankowski, Host
Committee Chair of the 2023 conference
in Poland, said he has obtained approval
from his university for the conference.
Abrahamson asked him to work with
Eberwein on planning.
ESSE organizing chair John Bak
said ESSE was postponed. He will keep
us informed on the dates next year. The
pieces for the second book from Routledge
will be coming in soon. Alexander said
the American Comparative Literature
Association’s annual meeting in Chicago
was also postponed. They hope to have
the same lineup when ACLA meets next,
on April 8-11, 2021 in Montreal. AEJMC
Organizing Chair Holly Schreiber said
two IALJS sessions for that conference
will be conducted remotely. IALJS has
two sessions organized around the theme
“Space and Setting in Literary Journalism”
and nine presenters from three countries
(USA, Canada, and Denmark). Trindade
gave the report of Juan de Moraes
Domingues of the LatinoAmérican
Organizing Committee. He is working on a
virtual conference in Brazil.
There was no old business or new
business.
President Thomas Connery gave
closing remarks. The meeting concluded at
4:44 p.m. EST.
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LITERARY JOURNALISM STUDIES INCLUDED IN ELSEVIER SCOPUS DATABASE
An interview with associate editor Miles Maguire
By Claire Dupuis, Literary Jouranlism Studies Editorial Assistant

I

n October 2019,
Bill Reynolds
received notice
from Scopus that
Literary Journalism
Studies has been
accepted for
inclusion in the
Scopus database.
LJS thus joins
the more than
34,000 active and
Q&A
inactive scholarly
journals for
which Amsterdam’s Elsevier global
information analytics business, has given
a stamp of approval and puts peerreviewed literature at the fingertips of
researchers and academics around the
world. Reynolds credits Miles Maguire,
professor, Department of Journalism at
the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, as a
driving force behind this accomplishment.
Maguire responded to a request
for details via a quick Q-A:
Dupuis: Why is the listing of Literary
Journalism Studies in Scopus important?
Maguire: The value of indexation is
twofold. First, inclusion in an index shows
that a given journal is edited to a high
scholarly standard. Beyond that, each
index measures the impact that a journal
is having on the rest of the scholarly
community by tracking how frequently
articles in that journal are cited by other
researchers. Articles that are cited more
frequently are the ones that form the basis
for future research. As a side note, this

idea of tracking citations as a measure of
significance is the basis for the Google
search algorithm, which relies on inbound
links as an analog for citations. Both
of Google’s founders were the sons of
academics.
Dupuis: What is the process for being
listed in Scopus?
Maguire: Scopus contacted us and asked
us to complete a questionnaire. Bill
Reynolds took the lead on that. Based on
our answers and its own review of our
past issues, Scopus sent us this evaluation:
The title mentioned above has been
evaluated for inclusion in Scopus by the
Content Selection & Advisory Board
(CSAB). The review of this title is now
complete and the CSAB has advised that
the title will be accepted for inclusion in
Scopus. For your information, the reviewer
comments are copied below:
• The journal consistently includes
articles that are scientifically sound and
relevant to an international academic or
professional audience in this field.
• The abstracts are generally clear and
provide an excellent summary of each
article’s content.
• In general, the content of the articles
is consistent with the scope and aims of
the journal.
• The articles are consistently of high
academic quality, consistent with the
journal’s stated aims.
• The articles are generally well written
and understandable.
• This title addresses a subject area not

properly covered by an existing journal.
• The journal has clear aims and scope/
journal policies that are consistent with
the journal’s content.
Dupuis: Who were the key players in
achieving Scopus inclusion?
Maguire: The key players really have been
our contributors and reviewers. What got
LJS into the indexes was the quality of
the content. Along the way many IALJS
members have helped—by attending panel
sessions at our conference and offering
feedback, by expressing enthusiasm
for new ideas and . . . [by] serving as
readers and providing more detailed
criticism on submitted manuscripts. This
process really goes back to 2011. That's
when we applied successfully to get into
Ebsco's Communication and Mass Media
Complete database. A few years later,
in 2016, we were added to the Modern
Language Association database, based on
the efforts of Dr. Roberta S. Maguire. These
databases, which don't index citations the
way Scopus and Web of Science (WoS) do,
were important because they raised the
profile of the journal among scholars and
thus paved the way for the citation indexes
to evaluate LJS.
On its website Elsevier describes
Scopus as “the largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed literature.” It is
a service which scholars might not connect
with Elsevier and its 125-year-old history
of magazine, book, and scholarly journal
publishing. Also available is a Scopus blog,
https://blog.scopus.com/about.

Congratulations to the 2019 IALJS Article Award Winners!
2019 John C. Hartsock Prize for Best Article in Literary Journalism Studies - James Rodgers (City,
University of London, United Kingdom), “Making Space for a New Picture of the World: Boys in
Zinc and Chernobyl Prayer by Svetlana Alexievich,” Vol. 11, No. 2, December 2019.
2019 David Abrahamson Prize for Best article in Literary Journalism Newsletter - Lisa A. Phillips
(SUNY New Paltz, USA), “Against Split Personality Pedagogy: Teaching Literary Journalism
Reporting Techniques Across the Journalism Curriculum,” Vol. 13, No. 2, October 2019.
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IALJS OFFICERS AND CHAIRS, 2018-2020
PRESIDENT
Thomas B. Connery
University of St. Thomas
Department of Communication and Journalism
2115 Summit Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105
U.S.A.
w/+1-651-962-5265, h/+1-651-647-0048,
tbconnery@stthomas.edu
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
Rob Alexander
Brock University
Department of English Languages and Literature
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
CANADA
w/+905-688-5550 x3886
ralexander@brocku.ca
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
Tobias Eberwein
Austrian Academy of Sciences
Institute for Comparative Media and Communication Studies
A-1010 Vienna
AUSTRIA
w/+43-(0)1-51 581-3110, -3113
tobias.eberwein@oeaw.ac.at
TREASURER
Bill Reynolds
Ryerson University
School of Journalism, 350 Victoria St.
Toronto, Ontario M5B 2K3
CANADA
w/+1-416-979-5000 x6294, h/+1-416-535-0892
reynolds@ryerson.ca
SECRETARY
Jaqueline Marino
Kent State University
School of Journalism and Mass Communication
Kent, OH 44242
U.S.A.
w/+1-330-468-7931
jmarino7@kent.edu
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Mitzi Lewis
Midwestern State University
Department of Mass Communication
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
U.S.A.
w/+1-0940-397-4375, cell/+1-940-733-0826
mitzi.lewis@mwsu.edu
RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Lindsay Morton (chair)
Pacific Union College
English Department
Angwin, California 94508
U.S. A.
lmorton@puc.edu
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Rob Alexander (chair)
Brock University
Department of English Languages and Literature
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
CANADA
w/+905-688-5550 x3886
ralexander@brocku.ca
Mitzi Lewis
Midwestern State University
Department of Mass Communication
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
U.S.A.
w/+1-0940-397-4375, cell/+1-940-733-0826
mitzi.lewis@mwsu.edu
Kevin Lerner
Marist College
Department of Communication
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S.A.
w/+1-845-575-3000 x2661
kevin.lerner@marist.edu
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* Note: Due to the postponement of IALJS-15, all officers are
continuining in their posts until the next election in 2022.

CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE
Tobias Eberwein (chair)
Austrian Academy of Sciences
Institute for Comparative Media and Communication Studies
A-1010 Vienna
AUSTRIA
w/+43-(0)1-51 581-3110, -3113
tobias.eberwein@oeaw.ac.at
Kevin Lerner
Marist College
Department of Communication
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S.A.
w/+1-845-575-3000 x2661
kevin.lerner@marist.edu
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Alice Donat Trindade (chair)
Universidade de Lisboa
Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas
Pólo Universitário do Alto da Ajuda, Rua Almerindo Lessa
1300-663 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
w/+351-213-619-430, fax/+351-213-619-442
atrindade@iscsp.ulisboa.pt
Richard Lance Keeble
University of Lincoln
Lincoln School of Journalism
Hillcrest, Louth Road, Withcall
Lincolnshire LN11 9QY
UNITED KINGDOM
h/+44 (0)1507-343-034
Jaqueline Marino
Kent State University
School of Journalism and Mass Communication
Kent, OH 44242
U.S.A.
w/+1-330-672-8285
jmarino7@kent.edu
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Jeff Neely (chair)
University of Tampa
Department of English
Tampa, FL 33606
U.S.A.
w/+1-813-257-3178
jneely@ut.edu
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
(includes FIRST VICE PRESIDENT)
Tobias Eberwein
Austrian Academy of Sciences
Institute for Comparative Media and Communication Studies
A-1010 Vienna
AUSTRIA
w/+43-(0)1-51 581-3110, -3113
tobias.eberwein@oeaw.ac.at
Isabelle Meuret
Université Libre de Bruxelles
Campus du Solbosch, ULB CP123,
Ave F.D. Roosevelt 50, 1050 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
w/+32-(0)2-650-4061, fax/+32-(0)2-650-2450
imeuret@ulb.ac.be
MEMBERS, AWARDS COMMITTEE
Isabel Soares (co-chair)
Universidade de Lisboa
Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas
Pólo Universitário do Alto da Ajuda, Rua Almerindo Lessa
1300-663 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
w/+351-213-619-430
isoares@iscsp.ulisboa.pt
Juan de Moraes Domingues (co-chair)
Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul
Faculdade de Comunicação Social (FAMECOS)
Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul 90619-900
BRAZIL
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w/+55-51-332-035-696
juan.domingues@pucrs.br
Willa McDonald (co-chair)
Macquarie University
Faculty of Arts / Media Discipline
Sydney NSW 2109
AUSTRALIA
w/+61-(0)2-9850-2151
willa.mcdonald@mq.edu.au
Hilde van Belle
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Campus Antwerpen
Sint-Andriesstraat 2 / 2000 Antwerp
BELGIUM
w/+32-3-206-0491
hilde.vanbelle@kuleuven.be
Maria Lassila-Merisalo
Lassilantie 53
13430 Hameenlinna
FINLAND
cell/+358-50-525-5819
maria.lassila-merisalo@iki.fi
WEBMASTER
Nicholas Jackson
804 Anacapa Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S.A.
cell/+1-815-341-8122
nicholas.b.jackson@gmail.com
ESSE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
John Bak
Université de Lorraine
Centre de Télé-enseignement Universitaire (CTU), 42-44, avenue de la Liberation, B.P.
3397
54015 Nancy
FRANCE
w/+33-(0)383-968-448, h/+33-(0)383-261-476, fax/+33-(0)383-968-449
john.bak@univ-lorraine.fr
AEJMC ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Holly Schreiber
University of Maine
Department of Communication and Journalism
Orono, ME 04469
U.S.A.
w/+1-207-581-2330
holly.schreiber@maine.edu
ACLA ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Rob Alexander
Brock University
Department of English Languages and Literature
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
CANADA
w/+905-688-5550 x3886
ralexander@brocku.ca
LATINOAMÉRICAN ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Juan de Moraes Domingues
Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul
Faculdade de Comunicação Social (FAMECOS)
Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul 90619-900
BRAZIL
w/+55-51-332-035-696
juan.domingues@pucrs.br
IAMCR ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Beate Josephi
Edith Cowan University
School of Communication and Arts
Mount Lawley, Western Australia 6050
AUSTRALIA
w/+61-8-9370-6691
b.josephi@ecu.edu.au
GRADUATE STUDENT COMMITTEE
Sac-Nicté Guevara Calderón
Universidad Iberoamericana Ciudad de México
Department of Latin American Literature
01219 Ciudad de México
MEXICO
sngcalderon@gmail.com
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Chad Hegelmeyer
New York University
Department of English
New York, NY 10003
U.S.A.
cnh277@NYU.edu
Adriënne Ummels.
Raboud University Njimegen
Department of French Linguistics
6500 HD Nijmegen
THE NETHERLANDS
a.ummels@student.ru.n
Callie Long
Brock University
Department of English Languages and Literature
St. Catharines, Ontario L2S 3A1
CANADA
callielong@outlook.com
CHAIR, SOCIAL & MULTIMEDIA COMMITTEE
(vacant)
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
Alice Donat Trindade (chair)
Universidade de Lisboa
Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas
Pólo Universitário do Alto da Ajuda, Rua Almerindo Lessa
1300-663 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
w/+351-213-619-430, fax/+351-213-619-442
atrindade@iscsp.ulisboa.pt
Julie Wheelwright
City University London
Centre for Creative Writing, Translation and Publishing
London EC1V 0HB
UNITED KINGDOM
w/ +44-(0)20-7040-8241
julie.wheelwright.1@city.ac.uk
GLOBAL ENRICHMENT COMMITTEE
Monica Martinez (chair)
Universidade de Sorocaba
Programa de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação e Cultura
Sorocaba - Sao Paulo, 18035-430
BRAZIL
w/+55-015-2101-7185
martinez.monica@uol.com.br
CONFERENCE ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
Hilde van Belle (chair)
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Campus Antwerpen
Sint-Andriesstraat 2 / 2000 Antwerp
BELGIUM
w/+32-3-206-0491
hilde.vanbelle@kuleuven.be
Kate McQueen
University of California, Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
U.S.A.
cell/+1-217-419-7607
kamcquee@ucsc.edu
STRATEGIC SERVICE COMMITTEE
Mitzi Lewis (co-chair)
Midwestern State University
Department of Mass Communication
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
w/+1-0940-397-4375, cell/+1-940-733-0826
mitzi.lewis@mwsu.edu
Monica Martinez (co-chair)
Universidade de Sorocaba
Programa de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação e Cultura
Sorocaba - Sao Paulo, 18035-430
BRAZIL
w/+55-015-2101-7185
martinez.monica@uol.com.br
EDITOR, LITERARY JOURNALISM STUDIES
Bill Reynolds
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Ryerson University
School of Journalism, 350 Victoria St.
Toronto, Ontario M5B 2K3
CANADA
w/+1-416-979-5000 x6294, h/+1-416-535-0892
reynolds@ryerson.ca
ASSOCIATE EDITORS, LITERARY JOURNALISM STUDIES
William Dow
American University of Paris
Department of Comparative Literature
147, rue de Grenelle
75007 Paris
FRANCE
w/+33-1-4062-0600 ext 718
william.dow@wanadoo.fr
Miles Maguire
University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh
Department of Journalism
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S.A.
w/+1-920-424-7148
maguirem@uwosh.edu
Roberta Maguire
University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh
Department of English
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S.A.
w/+1-920-424-0862
maguire@uwosh.edu
Marcia R. Prior-Miller
Iowa State University
Greenlee School of Journalism and Communication
4038 North Dakota Ave.
Ames, IA 50014
U.S.A.
h/+1-515-292-6648, cell/+1-515-203-9858
mpm@iastate.edu
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR, LITERARY JOURNALISM STUDIES
Nancy L. Roberts
University at Albany (SUNY)
Department of Communication
1400 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
U.S.A.
w/+1-518-442-4884, h/+1-518-583-8965
nroberts@albany.edu
EDITOR, LITERARY JOURNALISM NEWSLETTER
Kate McQueen
University of California, Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
U.S.A.
cell/+1-217-419-7607
kamcquee@ucsc.edu
LAYOUT DIRECTOR, LITERARY JOURNALISM NEWSLETTER
Jeff Neely
University of Tampa
Department of English
Tampa, FL 33606
U.S.A.
w/+1-813-257-3178
jneely@ut.edu
OMBUDSMAN
David Abrahamson
Northwestern University
Medill School of Journalism, 1845 Sheridan Rd.
Evanston, IL 60208
U.S.A.
h/+1-847-332-2223, fax/+1-847-332-1088
d-abrahamson@northwestern.edu
MEMBERS, BOARD OF ADVISORS
John Bak (founding president)
Université de Lorraine
Centre de Télé-enseignement Universitaire (CTU), 54015 Nancy
FRANCE
w/+33-(0)383-968-448, h/+33-(0)383-261-476, fax/+33-(0)383-968-449
john.bak@univ-lorraine.fr
Susan Greenberg
University of Roehampton
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Department of English and Creative Writing, 80 Roehampton Lane
London SW15 5PH
UNITED KINGDOM
w/+44-20-8392-3257
s.greenberg@roehampton.ac.uk
John Hartsock (founding editor, Literary Journalism Studies)
State University of New York College at Cortland
Department of Communication Studies
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S.A.
h/+1-607-749-6756
hartsockj@cortland.edu
Richard Lance Keeble
University of Lincoln
Lincoln School of Journalism, Brayford Pool
Lincoln LN6 7TS
UNITED KINGDOM
w/+44-(0)1522-886-940
rkeeble@lincoln.ac.uk
Jenny McKay
University of Sunderland
Research Centre for Media and Cultural Studies, Sunderland SR6 0DD, Scotland
UNITED KINGDOM
w/+44-(0)191-515-2157
jenny.mckay@sunderland.ac.uk
Lindsay Morton
Pacific Union College
1 Angwin Ave.
Angwin, CA 94508
U.S.A.
1-707-965-6612
lmorton@puc.edu
Matthew Ricketson
Deakin University
School of Communication and Creative Arts
221 Burwood Highway, Burwood VIC 3125
AUSTRALIA
w/+61-3-9246-8833
matthew.ricketson@deakin.edu.au
Norman Sims
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
77 Back Ashuelot Road
Winchester, NH 03470
U.S.A.
h/+1-413-774-2970
normsims@me.com
Isabel Soares
Universidade de Lisboa
Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas
Pólo Universitário do Alto da Ajuda, Rua Almerindo Lessa
1300-663 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
w/+351-213-619-430
isoares@iscsp.ulisboa.pt
David Swick
University of King’s College
School of Journalism
6350 Coburg Road
Halifax, NS B3H 2A1
CANADA
cell/ +1-902-410-1413
david.swick@ukings.ca
Alice Donat Trindade
Universidade de Lisboa
Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas
Pólo Universitário do Alto da Ajuda, Rua Almerindo Lessa
1300-663 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
w/+351-213-619-430, fax/+351-213-619-442
atrindade@iscsp.ulisboa.pt
Doug Underwood
University of Washington
Department of Communication, Box 353740
Seattle, WA 98195
U.S.A.
w/+1-206-685-9377
dunder@u.washington.edu
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: PANDEMIC PEDAGOGY
Lessons learned from teaching literary journaslism during COVID-19
By Rob Alexander, Brock University (Candad)

“C

lose, prolonged, personal
contact” is the essence of
immersion journalism. It
is also, unfortunately, one of the most
common ways the virus responsible for
COVID-19 is spread.
It’s hard to imagine an idea
more hostile to literary journalism than
“physical distancing.” The genre derives
its unique character and truths from
its writers’ extended immersion in the
sights, sounds, and feel of the lives and
worlds of their subjects. We are also living
in a moment rich with stories that need
to be told, and while it is unlikely that
practitioners will be daunted by the threat
of COVID-19, those teaching the subject
are today confronting special challenges,
some formidable. How to teach “intimate
journalism” in a time of pandemic?
To address this question, the
IALJS newsletter invites submissions to a
special section devoted to how you have
responded to the current crisis.
Whether you’ve been forced to

retool a tried-and-true syllabus for the new
world of virtual pedagogy or are returning
to class girded with a set of protocols to
protect your students as they learn the
basics of literary journalism, we’d love to
hear your stories.
What worked? What didn’t? Has
it been possible to adapt to the new reality
without compromising the strengths
and virtues of literary journalism? What
technologies have you found best suited
to bridging the immersion gap? Have you
developed any strategies that may survive
the pandemic and even enhance your
teaching in a post-locked-down world?
Has your experience in the classroom shed
any new light for you on the genre itself?
We welcome a variety of
approaches to the question: practical
strategies, cautionary tales, confessions
of frustration (with tech, administrators,
and other antagonists), thoughts on
assignments, course construction,
evaluation, equity, as well as accounts of
resistance, resilience, and surprise.

The hope
is that
submissions
will provide
members with
a toolbox of
ideas and
inspiration
on which
they may
draw as we
make our way
through these
difficult days.
Submissions
of 300 to 1200
words are
CALL FOR
invited.
ARTICLES
Send
your story to
Rob Alexander
(ralexander@brocku.ca)] with the subject
line “Pandemic Pedagogy” by August 31,
2020. The stories will appear in the October
issue of the IALJS newsletter.
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